
The snake in the folk productions of Aromanians 

Anovska KLEANTI (Skopje) 

The presence of the snake on Thracian reliefs provokes us to concetrate our 
interest on the snake's existence in folk creativity. We limited our explorings 
regarding the snake's problem as a symbol in folk creativity only on the 
Aromanians, especially on Nomads, although the beliefs and motives we have 
worked out are known in innumerable and different forms with many peoples 
around the world. We believe that both what is known now and additional know
ledge will contribute to a more complete picture of the snake with Thracians2. In 
doing so we do not analyse the numerous components which have contributed to 
the creation of the cult of the snake in general. We will try to represent the belief in 
this cult, by using the Aromanian tradition as a basic source. 
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According to aur knowledge, many scientists have written about the snake. 
Here, we will mention some of the mast s ignificant: B. Malinovski3, D. D .  
Freizer4, M. Filipovic5, T .  Djordjevic6, V .  Cajkanovic7, S.  Zecevic8, D. Marinov9, 
N. Politis I O, R. Vulcănescu l I , A. Popvasileva l 2, L. Spirovskal 3, J. Kovacevic l4. 

Amang the Aromanians of the Republic of Macedonia a belief in the exis
tence of a snake, as a home protector, s.c. home-keeper - nicuchiră or house foun
dation - thimelj a casăljei 1 5 is spread aut. lt is alsa belived that the snake protects 
the home from magic, curses and bad ghosts which surround the house. Because of 
this it must be neither chased nor killed. Killing of the home snake brings bad luck. 
According to aur informers l6 the home snake lives under the threshold. There is 
no doubt that in Aromanian tradition this space of the house is nat accidental, tao. 
It is considered that respect for the threshold is a remnant from the custom of bury
ing the home dead in those places. lt is considered that this custom from prehistory 
is in relation with the cult of ancestors in which the tendency to keep the deceased 
persan as a protector in the house or near bis or her descendants is expressed 1 7. 
Religions of many peoples go in favour of this thesis. Zecevic alsa concluded that 
religions had existed according to which after death the human soul became incar
nated in the snake. Because of this it had been thought that the ancestor's soul was 
in the snakel 8. Jllyrias, imagined himself as a snake l 9. Thracians belived that the 
dead continued to live in a snake's shape20. Slavs alsa imagined the ancestor's soul 
in the snake's shape2 I . V. Cajkanovic assumed that customs and beliefs arisen 
from the idea that the ancestors had been burried in the house and from rituals 
which had substituted the burying in the house. On the basis of this he concluded 
that the cult of the ancestors is the base on which a complex of riters, taboos and 
beliefs regarding the threshold are built on. He gave a special consideration to the 
belief in a "home snake" which lives under the threshold. The role of a snake as a 
threshold protector is confirmed by the belief that if anyone kills or even only 
expells the snake (as home protector) then a master of the house or someone en the 
family will die22. There is a belief in the Romanian mythology tao, that when from 
the house snake, the so-called ceasornicu/ casei - clock of the house, a heart beat
ing is nat heard it means that someone of the family will die23. 

Some people catch the snakes with their own hands without being afraid that 
the snakes may bite them or that some evil may happen to them. They never kill a 
snake and a snake never bites them. They know places where snakes are hidden. 
For communication with snakes these people use various words which are unintel
ligible for other people who are present. According to aur informer Marija Misku, 
people who knew how to talk with snakes often used to carry the snake in their 
cap or tabacco case24. Aromanians in the region of Macedonia still believe that if 
one finds a snake's horn in one's clothes then he or she is going to recieve a lot of 
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money. They carry the small horn as an amulet believing that it protects them from 
evi l and that it brings them good luck25 . In order to protect the family, the 
Saracacians used to bury a snake's head wrapped up in a textile. They used to bury 
it by a fireplace. After the head had been lefi in the nearest church during 40 
prayers each family used to carry it as an amulet during its long cattle breeding 
travellings26. 

The snake can be a bad demon too. It lives far away from the house and it is 
considered to be very dangerous. It appears as ·a protector of wide spaces, sources 
of "live water" (artesian water), "dead water" (isolated aquifer), protects hiding 
places with wealth so that they caTJ. not be found by a human being27.  lt is also an 
enemy of cattle-breeders. Therefore bad snakes are killed. It îs believed that a per
son who cut off the snake's head did not only destroyed the enemy, that is the 
snake, but that he also provided to himself the magic - the snake, which would pro
tect him from the enemy, that is it would chase the other snakes. So, the snake's 
head which is cut off has the power to protect and to defend. Therefore people and 
cattle carry it as an amulet28. 

Cattle-breeders tried to make impossible the harmful efects of the snake. So, 
for example, various magic actions are taken against the snake's bite. The informer 
Kosta Paris, from the village of Dragoevo, Stip, was pointed out to us as a good 
sorcerer - discăntător, against the snake's bites29. Our efforts to understand the 
magic words were unsuccessful .  We noticed that it was impossible to make 
records because the performer himself didnot like to talk about them. He belived 
that the magic would not have been successfull if he had told the words. And, on 
the other hand, these words, according to his statement, were just a muttering of 
the meaning of which he did not knew because they were neither in Aromanian 
nor in Macedonian language. And they were not in Turkish either. The only thing 
we succeed to leam was that he had leamed these mysterious words from a 90 
years old Aromanian woman, grandma Mika from the Radovis area. Beside the 
magic for talking the poison out he also uses the cataplasm from unboiled milk 
and pestled garlic30. 

Aarne and Thompson introduced stories of the animals' language in the 
international index of folk story motives under number AT 670. Among the 
Aromanian folk stories with this motive many examples can be found which can 
fit into the world catalogue of this kind of prose. During the exploring and the 
study of the Aromanian stories with the snake motive their great diffusion can be 
noticed. And it can be noticed that the snake motive is more widely spread in the 
variant of types AT 670 and AT 560, while stories of type AT 1 55 are rare. In the 
Aromanian prose folk tales the snake appears both as benefactor and as enemy of 
the human being. With the story motif of type AT 6703 1 ,  animals' language, our 
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narrators put the subject in the traditional way32. In variants of this motif that has 
been known up to the present there always appear people of the lower social class
es Jike the shepherd, woodcutter, hunter33. The shepherd is the one who knows the 
animals' Janguage in the variant narrated by Kosta Paris. He is distinguished by 
positive features becausc although he exposes his life to danger, he belives in the 
words of the snake which is in trouble: "Picurare, s-mi ascachi di aoatse mini; s-nu 
mi ardu„. Tsi vrei s-tsă dau mini tsi mi ascăpash di aoa " 34 ('Shephard, save me 
from here so that I won 't bum down. What do you want me to give you, so that 
you save me from here?) and he helped it. It did not betray him. The snake ful
filled the promise and rewarded him with the knowledge of the animals' language 
through a type of a flute: "A vea năs căval. Ăl/ suflă ăn gură pit căval. Tute tsi 
uociuoea price, tute zboarăle li acăchisea ''. {'He had a type of a flu te. Jt blowed in 
his mouth through the flu te. He was understanding the language of al/ animals. ') In 
the Macedonian variant of the story no. 84 The Woodcutter Who Understood the 
Language of the Animals, recorded by Cepenkov, the woodcutter saves the snake 
from the fire. The snake rewards him by spitting in his mouth in order to enable 
him to understand the Janguages of al! animals35 . Having in mind that knowing the 
animals' Janguage is forbidden, only the chosen one knows it, in the variant narra
ted by Nikola Zikov, that person is the shephard. The snake wams him: ''.„s-nu 
spun;; că va s-mori!" ('.„do not teii, otherwise you'll die!') 36. As he understands 
the Janguage of the animals, the shephard Jearns from the conversation between 
the horse and the mare that the mare was brought forth by the horse and he unloads 
it. His wife becomes curious and she asks him to tel! how he has done it. He 
decides to tel! her although he knows what will happpen to him if he breaks his 
word. Then the shephard Jeams the lesson from the conversation between the dog 
and the rooster and he acts according to it. 

In the story no. 27 Ficorlu cu nelu su limbă (The Boy With the Ring Under 
the Tongue) from the Collection by P. Papahagi37 the boy went into the moun
tains for firewood in order to help his mother. On his way he met a snake which 
was trying to swallow a deer. Both the deer and the snake turned to the boy for 
help when they saw him: ''Kristine, s-tăl'ari nipărtika aestă, mari bun va-ts fak. " 
('Christian, cut off this snake, I'll do you a great good ') "Bun om, s-tăl'ari koarmJi 
a tserbului aistuea, itsi s-n�· kaftsă, si stii ka-ts dau"  ('Good man, cut of the deer's 
antlers, l'll give you whatever you ask. ') Then the boy decides to help the snake 
because the deer will die poisoned by the snake. In order to repay the rescuer, the 
snake takes him to its father, the king of the snakes for a reward. lt advises the boy 
to ask for the ring which its father carries under its tongue. This ring had the power 
to do whatever he would wish: "Ku atsel ne!, itsi s-kafts§, pots s-ai''. ('With that 
ring you can have whatever you ask'). With the power of the ring the boy fi lls the 
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copper pen with gold coins and builds a big castle. Further the action of the story 
goes on according to the scheme which belongs to AT 560. 

In the story "Picurarfu, nipărtica sh-vulpea " ('The Shephard, the Snake and 
the Fox)38 which belongs to type AT 1 55 "Old good is forgotten '� the snake 
appears as an enemy of a man. After a man saves the snake caught under the stone, 
the snake wants to eat him. Events are going well for the snake. It meets animals 
which appear here in the role of servants. They are dissatisfied because of the 
exploiting behaviour of their masters and they approve the snake's actions. The 
dog appears in the role of the first judge: " . . .  mine yinyits an} bănam cu prăvdză, cu 
casă, ama mine fora aushii" sh-nu mi va. Ună cuă di păne nu-nj da. Nu s-cunoshce 
buneatsă. " ('. .. J've been fiving for twenty years with the cattle, in the house. But I 
became ofd and they don 't want me anymore. They don 't give me even a piece of 
bread Goodness is not acknowfedged'.) 

The cow is the next judge. 1t is not satisfied with the behaviour of its master 
to ward it as an aged cow.Therefore it stands by the dog: "Mine am anj di dzăle Ia 
un om. Am făptă dzatse-tsispră di yitsălj Tora năs nu mi va că aush1i: Va s-mi 
ta/je. Ti-atsea nu s-cunuashte buneatsă. " {'l've spent many years at a man. J've 
brought forth young 10-15 limes. Now he doesn 't want me because I get ofd He 
wants to cut me down. That's why the goodness is not acknowfedged ') 

The last judgc, the fox, appears in the moment when the man is expecting 
the worst and it solves the dispute in his favour. The act of the man tells us that the 
goodness is really forgotten very soon. He kills the fox in order to use its fur. This 
variant is identica! with the story of Cepenkov39. There are deviations only in 
some elements. So, in the Aromanian story the snake is caught in the big creak is 
burning in the fire; the cow is the judge in  the Aromanian story whi le in 
Cepenkov's it is the ox.These variants approach by their subjects to the Greek story 
of r. Mqai:;40. 

The analysis of the motif of the snake through the contemporary files in 
our Institute has shown that Aromanian poetic follc creative works in the Republic 
of Macedonia have not been recorded. But this does not mean that they do not 
exist. However, we will concentrate our interest on the motif ''snake in the annpit" 
which is present at Gramostean-Aromanian in Tulcea (Romania)4 1 . The main 
characters in the song "UnÎ featÎ multu mşeatF' (A very beautifu/ gir/) are the gir! 
and the boy. Although some other characters appear, like mother, father, sister and 
brother, they are secondary regarding the gir! and the boy. The lyrical poetry is one 
of the most beautiful part in Aromanian follc creativity and most of this poetry 
belongs to Iove songs. The way the girl appears to the members of the family is 
very interest, having in mind that in the Aromanian patriarchae environment love 
songs have been created as well as other kinds of oral follc creative works. The girl 
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expresses openly all her feelings and this points to changes in a wornan's behav
iour. And these changes appear as a normal consequence of the total social and 
economic changes. Thc gir! uses symbolics in order to express her feelings and 
keen desire towards the boy: 

- Bagî-m: /ai gione, mîna n-sinu, 
Ta s-ni ascoţ un şarpi yiu. 
- Bîga gionli mi'na n-sin 
Şi-ascoasi un şarpi yiu. 42 

- Put your hand in my armpit, boy, 
To take aut a bad snake, 

- The boy put his hand in the annpit, 
And took aut the bad snake. 

We have found the sarne rnotif analysed in the Macedonian folk creativity43_ 
This speaks of the cornman life and influences of peoples in the region of the 
Balkans. 

We have met the rnotif of the snake in the Arornanian textile folk ornamen
tics in our researchings at the Aromanians the so cal led Bănj ots ,  that i s  
Gramosteans who are living in  Romania44. The snake was used as a decorative 
element and it was represented on a texti le strip decorated with different colours. 
This strips were carried only by boys and men in a national <lance. In case a boy 
died, then this strip was obligatori ly put next to him. In this case the impo�tance of 
this thing cornes not only from its decorativeness but from the symbolic meaning 
given to it as well. So it results from bere that the snake as a symbol is connected 
with the human and cattle .fertility and a great power is ascribed to it regarding the 
protection frorn every evil, sikness and speli. 

From all that was said above we can conclude that the social and economic 
changes in the contemporary society were not able to push out the cult of the snake 
which exists with the Aromanians, as well as with other nations, although the 
motif among them is better represented in folk prose than in folk poetry. 
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